**Abstract**

Lightweight super resolution networks have extremely importance for real-world applications. In recent years several SR deep learning approaches with outstanding achievement have been introduced by sacrificing memory and computational cost. To overcome this problem, a novel lightweight super resolution network is proposed, which improves the SOTA performance in lightweight SR and performs roughly similar to computationally expensive networks. Multi-Path Residual Network designs with a set of Residual concatenation Blocks stacked with Adaptive Residual Blocks: (i) to adaptively extract informative features and learn more expressive spatial context information; (ii) to better leverage multi-level representations before up-sampling stage; and (iii) to allow an efficient information and gradient flow within the network. The proposed architecture also contains a new attention mechanism, Two-Fold Attention Module, to maximize the representation ability of the model. Extensive experiments show the superiority of our model against other SOTA SR approaches.

1. **Introduction**

Single Image Super Resolution (SISR) targets to recover a high-resolution (HR) image from its degraded low-resolution (LR) one with a high visual quality and enhanced details. SISR is still an active yet challenging topic to research due to its complex nature and high practical values in improving image details and textures. SR is also critical for many devices such as HD TVs, computer displays and portable devices like cameras, smartphones, tablets, just to mention a few. Moreover, it leads to improvements in various computer vision tasks, such as object detection [9], medical imaging [10], security and surveillance imaging [49], face recognition [31], astronomical images [28] and many other domains [25, 41, 43]. Image super-resolution is challenging due to the following reasons: (i) SR is an ill-posed inverse problem, since instead of a single unique solution, there exist multiple solutions for the same low-resolution image; and (ii) as the up-scaling factor increases, the complexity of the problem increases [7]. The retrieval of missing scene details becomes even more complicated with greater factors, which often leads to the reproduction of incorrect information. Due to the rapid development of deep learning methods, recent years have witnessed an explosive spread of CNN models to perform SISR. The obtained performance has been consistently improved by designing new architectures or introducing new loss functions. Though significant advances have been made, most of the works in SR were dedicated to achieve higher PSNR with the design of a very deep network, which causes the increase in the numbers of computational operations.

In this paper, to design a practical network for real-world applications and tackle with mentioned downsides, a novel lightweight architecture is introduced, referred to as Multi-Path Residual Network (MPRNet), to adaptively learn most valuable features and construct the network to focus on learning high-frequency information. Additionally, to seek a better trade-off between performance and

![Figure 1: PSNR vs. Parameters trade-off on Set5 (×4). MPRNet achieves superior performance among all lightweight models.](image-url)
applicability, we introduce a novel module, referred to as Residual Module (RM), which contains Residual Concatenation Blocks that are connected to each other with a Global Residual connection; build with a set of Adaptive Residual Blocks (ARB) with a Local Residual Connection (LRC). Each ARB is defined as a divers residual pathways learning to make use of all kind of information form LR image space, which the main parts of the network can access to more rich information. So, our MPRNet design has the benefits of multi-level learning connections and also takes advantage of propagating information throughout the network. As a result, each block has access to information of the precedent block via local and global residual connections and passes on information that needs to be preserved. By concatenating different blocks followed by $1 \times 1$ convolutional layer the network can reach to both intermediate and high-frequency information, resulting in a better image reconstruction. Finally, in order to enhance the representation of the model and even make it robust against challenging datasets and noise, we propose a lightweight and efficient attention mechanism, Two-Fold Attention Mechanism (TFAM). TFAM is working by considering both the inner channel and spatial information to highlight the important information. This TFAM helps to adaptively preserve essential information and overpower the useless ones. The proposed model is illustrated in Fig. 2. In brief, the main contributions are in three-fold:

- An efficient Adaptive Residual Block (ARB) is proposed by well-focusing on spatial information via a multi-path residual learning to enhance the performance at a negligible computational cost. Comprehensive study shows the excellent performance of ARB.

- A new attention mechanism (TFAM) is proposed to adaptively re-scale feature maps in order to maximize the representation power of the network. Since its low-cost, it can be easily applied to other networks, and has the better performance than other Attention Mechanisms.

- A lightweight network (MPRNet) is proposed to effectively enhance the performance via multi-level representation and multiple learning connections. The MPRNet is built by fusing the proposed ARB with the robust TFAM to generate more accurate SR image. MPRNet achieves the excellent performance among all the lightweight state-of-the-art approaches with lower model size and computational cost (Fig. 1).

2. Related Work

In this section, recent state-of-the-art SR deep learning approaches are detailed. In section 2.2, SR lightweight models, which focus on compressing the number of parameters and operations are reviewed. Finally, an overview of Attention Mechanisms is given in section 2.3.

2.1. Deep Learning Based Image Super-Resolution

Dong et al. [7] present one of the first work using CNN to tackle the SR task (i.e., SRCNN). The SRCNN receives an upsampled image as an input that cost extra computation. Later on, to address this drawback, FSRCNN [8] and ESPCN [35] have been proposed to reduce the large computational and run time cost by upsampling the features near to the output of the network. This tactic leads results in efficient approaches with low memory compared to SRCNN. However, the entire performance could be reduced if there are not enough layers after the upsampling process. In addition, they cannot manage multi-scale training, as the size of the input image differs for each upsampling scale.

Even though the strength of deep learning shows up from deep layers, the above-mentioned methods are referred to as shallow network due to the training difficulties. Therefore, Kim et al. [18] use residual learning to ease the training challenges and increase the depth of their network by adding 20 convolutional layers. Then, [37] has proposed memory block in MemNet for deeper networks and solve the problem of long-term dependency with 84 layers. Thus, CNN-based SR approaches demonstrate that deeper networks with various types of skip connections show better performance. Thereby, Lim et al. [24] introduce EDSR by expanding the network size and enhancing the residual block by omitting the batch normalization from residual block. Zhang et al. [47] propose RDN with residual and dense skip connections to fully use hierarchical features. Li et al. [22] propose a network with more than 160 layers plus improved residual units. Despite of the fact that they achieve higher PSNR values, the number of parameters and operations are increased, which leads to high risk of over-fitting and limits for real-world applications.

2.2. Deep Learning Lightweights Super Resolution

In recent years the interest of building lightweight and efficient models has been increased in SISR to reduce the computational cost. Several lightweight networks have been introduced, such as SRCNN [7], FSRCNN[8], ESPCN[35], which were the first attempts, but they could not perform well. Later, Ahn et al. [1] design a network that is suitable in the mobile scenario by implementing a cascade mechanism beyond a residual network (CARN), in order to obtain lightweight and improve reconstruction but it is at the cost of reduction of PSNR. Then, a neural architecture search (NAS)-based strategy has been also proposed in SISR to construct efficient networks—MoreMNAS [4] and FALSR [3]. But due to limitation in strategy, the performance of these models is limited. Later, [32] introduces MAFFSRN by proposing multi-attention blocks to
2.3. Attention Mechanism

Attention can be described as a guide to bias the allocation of available computer resources to the most important informative elements of an input. Recently, some works have focused on attention mechanism for deep neural networks. Hu et al. [15] introduce squeeze-and-excitation (SE) block, a compact module to leverage the relationship between channels. Also, Woo et al. [42] propose a Convolutional Block Attention Module (CBAM) to exploit the inner-spatial and inner-channel relationship of features to achieve a performance improvement in image classification.

Recently, RCAN [46] designs a very deep network with a channel attention mechanism to enhance the reconstruction results by only considering inner-channel information, which call first-order statistics. In contrast, Dai et al. [5] introduce the second-order attention network in order to explore more powerful feature expression. More recently, Li et al., [27] propose enhanced spatial attention (ESA) to explore more powerful feature expression. More recently, Dai et al. [5] introduce the second-order attention network in order to explore more powerful feature expression. More recently, Dai et al. [5] introduce the second-order attention network in order to explore more powerful feature expression. More recently, Dai et al. [5] introduce the second-order attention network in order to explore more powerful feature expression. More recently, Dai et al. [5] introduce the second-order attention network in order to explore more powerful feature expression. More recently, Dai et al. [5] introduce the second-order attention network in order to explore more powerful feature expression. More recently, Dai et al. [5] introduce the second-order attention network in order to explore more powerful feature expression.

Recently, RCAN [46] designs a very deep network with a channel attention mechanism to enhance the reconstruction results by only considering inner-channel information, which call first-order statistics. In contrast, Dai et al. [5] introduce the second-order attention network in order to explore more powerful feature expression. More recently, Li et al., [27] propose enhanced spatial attention (ESA) to explore more powerful feature expression. More recently, Dai et al. [5] introduce the second-order attention network in order to explore more powerful feature expression. More recently, Dai et al. [5] introduce the second-order attention network in order to explore more powerful feature expression. More recently, Dai et al. [5] introduce the second-order attention network in order to explore more powerful feature expression. More recently, Dai et al. [5] introduce the second-order attention network in order to explore more powerful feature expression. More recently, Dai et al. [5] introduce the second-order attention network in order to explore more powerful feature expression. More recently, Dai et al. [5] introduce the second-order attention network in order to explore more powerful feature expression.

3. Multi-Path Residual Network

3.1. Network Structure

The proposed model (MPRNet – Fig 2) consists of four different modules, namely, Shallow Feature Extraction (SFE); Residual Module that contains Residual Concatenation Blocks (RCBs); Feature Module that includes a Two-Fold Attention Mechanism (TFAM) and a Global Feature Extractor with a Long-Range Skip Connection; and the multi-scale UP-Net module at the end of network. Let’s consider \( \{I_{LR}, I_{SR}\} \) as the input and output of the network respectively. The SFE is a Conv layer with a kernel size of 3 × 3, which can be formulated as follow:

\[
H_{SFE} = f_{SFE}(I_{LR}; W_c),
\]

where \( f_{SFE}(\cdot) \) and \( W_c \) indicates Conv operation and parameters applied on \( I_{LR} \). \( H_{SFE} \) denotes the output of SFE, which later is used as the input to Residual Module. Lets \( H_{RM}^i \) be the output from the \( i \)-th Residual Concatenation Block (RCB) that has \( j \)-th inner Adaptive Residual Blocks (ARBs). The Residual Module can be defined as:

\[
H_{RM}^i = f([H_{SFE}, \ldots, H_{RCB}^{i-1, R}(H_{ARB}^{i-1, R}; W_c^i), H_{RCB}^i]; W_c^i),
\]

where \( H_{RM}^i \) is the output of the Residual Module. Note that our RM contains multi-level learning connections followed by a 1 × 1 Conv layer to control the output after each block, which helps our model to quickly propagate information all over the network (lower to higher layers and vice-versa in term of back propagation) and also let the network to learn multi-level representations. So, \( i \)-th RCB can be defined as:

\[
H_{RCB}^i = f([H_{ARB}^{i, R}, \ldots, H_{ARB}^{i-1, R}(H_{ARB}^{i-1}; W_c)]; W_c^i).
\]
Then, the output of RM feed to the Feature Module by firstly refining the feature maps (i.e., re-calibrate) throughout the TFAM and then extracting more abstract features. Later, accumulate with LRSC to efficiently alleviate the gradient vanishing/exploding problems and make sure that network has access to unmodified information before UP-Net:

\[ H_{FM} = f_{GFE}(H_{TFAM}(H_{RM}; W_c); W_c) + H_{LRC}, \]

(4)

where \( H_{TFAM} \) denotes our TFAM and \( H_{LRC} \) is Long-Range Residual Connection. The last stage is the Multi-Scale Up-Net Module to reconstruct the image from obtained feature-maps. The upsampling module is inspired by [1] and followed by a Conv layer:

\[ H_{UP} = f^T_{pix}(H_{FM}), \]

(5)

where \( f^T_{pix}(\cdot) \) indicates the Up-net module function and \( H_{FM} \) is the output of FM. The upsampled features are re-constructed with a Conv layer:

\[ I_{SR} = f_{REC}(H_{up}) = H_{MPRNet}(I_{LR}), \]

(6)

where \( f_{REC}(\cdot) \) and \( H_{MPRNet}(\cdot) \) denote the reconstruction layer and function of our MPRNet. In the next subsections, more details about the Adaptive Residual Block and Two Fold Attention Mechanism are given.

### 3.2. Adaptive Residual Block

This research focuses on designing a efficient and effective Residual Block based on Depthwise (Dw) and Pointwise (Pw) Convolutions for SISR. [34] introduced linear bottleneck with an inverted residual structure. However, this structure deliver chances of losing information and weaken the propagation capability of gradients across layers, due to gradient confusion arising from the narrowed feature space [6, 21]. Thus, we propose a novel Residual Block that mitigates the aforementioned issues; it is well-optimized especially for the SR tasks, called Adaptive Residual Block (ARB). Unlike [34], ARB introduces new features and operations by proposing a multi learning pathways with a completely new structure. Each learning path is responsible to extract different kind of information before aggregation. So, the main part of network can have access to more rich information and performs notably well in noisy LR and generates more accurate SR image. The ARB consists of three different learning pathways that are detailed below. Fig 3 shows each of the ARB components.

**Bottleneck Path:** We design our Bottleneck path (BN) based on the following insights: i) Extract richer spatial information since spatial information is key importance in SR tasks; ii) prevent very wide feature maps in the middle of the building block, which unavoidably growing the computational load of relevant layers; iii) preserve the BN path low-cost and efficient. Thus, Dw Convolutions with small kernel size \( (3 \times 3) \) are chosen since they are lightweight and they can learn expresssive features when conducted to the high dimensional space. So, we initiate the BN path by using a Dw convolution with kernel size \( 3 \times 3 \) towards the high dimensional features space to richer spatial information to be encoded and generate meaningful representations. Also, a Pw convolution is used after each Dw convolution in our design to produce new features by encoding the inter-channel information and reduce the computational cost. We shared the same number of channels and resolution along the BN path to prevent of sudden rise of computational burden in middle of the path. Furthermore, we conjunct our TFAM into the BN path after the second Dw convolution
to spotlight the informative features along the channel and spatial axes. By doing so, the BN path is working with high dimensional features space, which makes the pathway efficient, low-cost, and well-focused on spatial context information compared to [34].

**Adaptive Path:** It is proposed by taking the advantages of global average pooling accompanied by a $1 \times 1$ Pw convolution. Average Pooling layers have been employed to take the average value of the features from the feature space to smooth and eliminate the noise from the LR image and reduce the dimensionality of each feature map but retains the important information to help the network to generate robust feature maps in challenging situations—noisy LR image. So, the network can generate a sharper and well-detailed SR image.

**Residual Path:** Unlike [34] that puts the residual path between narrowed feature space that cause gradient confusion, in our ARB, we place the residual path on the high dimensional representations to transfer more information from the bottom- to top-layers. Such structure facilitate the gradient propagation between multiple layers and help the network to optimize better during training.

Thus, the information from BN- and Res-paths aggregate together, followed by another Dw convolution. We found out adding the Dw convolution before final aggregation with Adp path is essential for performance improvement since Dw encourage the network to learn more meaningful spatial information. Extensive experiments show that, our ARB is more beneficial than the existed ones for SISR tasks and improved the results with a large margin.

### 3.3. Two-Fold Attention Module

A novel Attention Mechanism (TFAM) has been proposed to boost the performance of our Adaptive Residual Block and refine the high-level information in the Feature Module (FM) by focusing on both channel and spatial information. The best way to amplify efficiency of ARB is through the union of the channel and spatial attention mechanism, since the residual features need to be well-focused on both information. In detail, TFAM is designed to focus on the important features on the channel information via CA unit and spotlight on the region of interest via Pos unit. Thus, each unit can learn ‘what’ and ‘where’ to attend in the channel and spatial axes respectively to recover edges and textures more accurately. As a result, TFAM works better than other attention mechanism [15, 16, 27, 42] by emphasising informative features and reducing worthless ones.

**Channel Unit.** CA unit starts with an average pooling to exploit first-order statistics of features followed by two Conv layer, which they work side by side, each seeing half of the input channels, and producing half the output channels, and both subsequently concatenated to even have more low-cost unit. Thus, CA unit modulates features globally, where the summary statistics per channel are computed. Then, used to emphasize meaningful feature maps while redundant useless features are diminished. Especially, CA unit focuses on ‘what’ is meaningful given an input image.

**Positional Unit.** Pos unit designed as a complementary unit to our CA unit. The feature map information is varied over spatial positions therefore, Pos unit concerns about the position of the informative part of the image and focuses on that region. Pos unit requires a large receptive field to work perfectly in SR tasks unlike the classification task. Thus, Average- and Max pooling operations with a large kernel size have been employed and then concatenated them to generate an efficient feature descriptor. afterward, an Up-Sampling layer is used to retrieve the spatial dimensions, which is followed by a Conv layer to generate a spatial attention map.

Finally, highlighted information from both units aggregated together followed a $1 \times 1$ Conv layer and a sigmoid operation to firstly, recover the channel dimensions and then generate the final attention mask. Also, a residual connection used to transfer HR features to the end of module.

### 4. Experimental Results

#### 4.1. Setting

**Datasets & Evaluation Protocol.** Following previous works [5, 27], we use $DIV2K$ [38] dataset to train (800 images) and validate (100 images) our model. The proposed model is evaluated with the standard benchmark datasets, namely, $Set5$ [2], $Set14$ [44], $B100$ [30], and $Urban100$ [17]. Two widely used quantitative metrics have been considered to measure its performance: PSNR and SSIM [40], computed between the obtained images and the corresponding ground truths. Both metrics are computed on the $Y$ channel in the $YCbCr$ space.

**Degradation Models.** Following the work of [47], three different degradation models created to simulate LR images and make fair comparisons with available methods. Firstly, a bicubic (BI) down-sampling dataset with scaling factors $[\times 2, \times 3, \times 4]$ has been created. Blur-Down-sampled (BD) is the second one to blur and down-sample HR images with a Gaussian kernel $7 \times 7$, and $\sigma = 1.6$. Then, images are down-sampled with scaling factor $\times 3$. Aside from the BD, a more challenging model has been created, referred to as (DN). DN degradation model is down-sampling HR images with bicubic followed by adding 30% Gaussian noise.

**Training Details.** In the training stage, RGB input patches are used with size of $64 \times 64$ from each of the randomly selected 64 LR training images. Patches are augmented by random horizontally flips and 90 degree rotation. AdamP [13] optimizer has been employed. The initial learning rate set to $10^{-3}$ and its halved every $4 \times 10^5$ steps. $L1$ is used as loss function to optimize the model. The PyTorch framework is used.
Table 1: Comparison with lightweight SOTA methods on the Bicubic (BI) degradation for scale factors \(\times 2, \times 3, \text{and} \times 4\). \textbf{Red} is the Best and \textbf{Blue} is the second best performance. We assume that the generated SR image is \(720P\) to calculate Multi-Adds (MAC).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Methods</th>
<th>PSNR/SSIM</th>
<th>VDSR</th>
<th>SRCNN(1)</th>
<th>SRCNN(3)</th>
<th>SRCNN(16)</th>
<th>EDSR</th>
<th>BRCNN_G(4)</th>
<th>BRCNN_G(32)</th>
<th>SRMDN</th>
<th>RCNN(16)</th>
<th>RCNN(32)</th>
<th>RDNet</th>
<th>MPRNet (Ours)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Set5</td>
<td>BI</td>
<td>31.66/0.9215</td>
<td>30.42/0.875</td>
<td>31.59/0.8809</td>
<td>31.73/0.875</td>
<td>30.42/0.875</td>
<td>——</td>
<td>31.39/0.9073</td>
<td>31.45/0.8777</td>
<td>32.78/0.9394</td>
<td>32.60/0.9394</td>
<td>32.86/0.9493</td>
<td>——</td>
<td>34.57/0.9280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DN</td>
<td>31.54/0.8699</td>
<td>30.58/0.8248</td>
<td>30.27/0.8267</td>
<td>30.10/0.8255</td>
<td>29.16/0.8295</td>
<td>——</td>
<td>31.39/0.8777</td>
<td>30.42/0.8964</td>
<td>32.78/0.9562</td>
<td>32.60/0.9562</td>
<td>32.86/0.9661</td>
<td>——</td>
<td>34.57/0.9280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Set4</td>
<td>BI</td>
<td>29.77/0.8314</td>
<td>29.53/0.7872</td>
<td>29.50/0.7872</td>
<td>29.50/0.7872</td>
<td>29.50/0.7872</td>
<td>——</td>
<td>29.77/0.7872</td>
<td>29.77/0.7872</td>
<td>32.78/0.8453</td>
<td>32.60/0.8453</td>
<td>32.86/0.8552</td>
<td>——</td>
<td>34.42/0.8441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DN</td>
<td>29.36/0.7595</td>
<td>29.12/0.7125</td>
<td>29.12/0.7125</td>
<td>29.12/0.7125</td>
<td>29.12/0.7125</td>
<td>——</td>
<td>29.23/0.7125</td>
<td>29.23/0.7125</td>
<td>32.78/0.7794</td>
<td>32.60/0.7794</td>
<td>32.86/0.7892</td>
<td>——</td>
<td>34.37/0.7783</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BI100</td>
<td>BI</td>
<td>31.80/0.8962</td>
<td>31.60/0.8962</td>
<td>31.60/0.8962</td>
<td>31.60/0.8962</td>
<td>31.60/0.8962</td>
<td>——</td>
<td>31.79/0.8962</td>
<td>31.79/0.8962</td>
<td>32.78/0.9394</td>
<td>32.60/0.9394</td>
<td>32.86/0.9493</td>
<td>——</td>
<td>34.57/0.9280</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DN</td>
<td>31.49/0.8680</td>
<td>31.29/0.8680</td>
<td>31.29/0.8680</td>
<td>31.29/0.8680</td>
<td>31.29/0.8680</td>
<td>——</td>
<td>31.48/0.8680</td>
<td>31.48/0.8680</td>
<td>32.78/0.9053</td>
<td>32.60/0.9053</td>
<td>32.86/0.9152</td>
<td>——</td>
<td>34.42/0.8941</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban100</td>
<td>BI</td>
<td>30.78/0.8484</td>
<td>30.57/0.8484</td>
<td>30.57/0.8484</td>
<td>30.57/0.8484</td>
<td>30.57/0.8484</td>
<td>——</td>
<td>30.78/0.8484</td>
<td>30.78/0.8484</td>
<td>32.78/0.8854</td>
<td>32.60/0.8854</td>
<td>32.86/0.8952</td>
<td>——</td>
<td>34.37/0.8743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>DN</td>
<td>30.43/0.8120</td>
<td>30.23/0.7650</td>
<td>30.23/0.7650</td>
<td>30.23/0.7650</td>
<td>30.23/0.7650</td>
<td>——</td>
<td>30.23/0.7650</td>
<td>30.23/0.7650</td>
<td>32.78/0.8152</td>
<td>32.60/0.8152</td>
<td>32.86/0.8250</td>
<td>——</td>
<td>34.28/0.8041</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2. Comparison with state-of-the-art Methods

4.2.1 Results with BI Degradation

Table 1 presents comparisons between the proposed MPRNet and 10 most recent lightweight SOTA models on BI degradation model for scale factor \(\times 2, \times 3, \text{and} \times 4\) to verify the effectiveness of our MPRNet (we exclude some lightweight methods \([7, 8, 19, 35, 36, 41]\) from table 1 since their results are worse than MemNet). Table 1 also contains the number of parameters and operations to show the model complexity. In almost all the cases, our MPRNet achieves superior results among all the aforementioned approaches. MPRNet performs especially well on Urban100. This is particularly because the Urban100 includes rich structured contents and our model can consistently accumulate these hierarchical features to form more representative features and well-focused on spatial context information. This characteristic can be confirmed by our MPRNet SSIM scores, which focuses on the visible structures in the image. In Fig. 4 a couple of qualitative results on scale factor \(\times 4\) are depicted. The proposed MPRNet can generally yield to more precise details. In both images in Fig. 4, the texture direction of the reconstructed images from all compared methods is completely wrong. However, results from the proposed MPRNet makes full use of the abstract features and recover images accurately similar to ground truth texture.

Figure 4: Qualitative results on BI degradation dataset with scale factor \(\times 4\).

Figure 5: Qualitative results on DN and BD degradation datasets with a scale factor \(\times 3\).
4.2.2 Results with BD and DN Degradation Models

In Table 2, the performance of MPRNet on BD and DN benchmark datasets, together with SOTA methods, are presented. Due to degradation mismatch, SRCNN, FSRCNN, and VDSR for both BD and DN have been re-trained. As can be appreciated, MPRNet achieves remarkable results over all the lightweight SOTA models on challenging benchmark datasets. RDN [47] also listed as a high-capability model to show the superior performance of MPRNet compared to very costly model in the BD and DN datasets. RDN performs slightly better in some BD datasets but not in DN datasets. Obviously, this result was expected since RDN is very expensive compared to low-cost MPRNet (it is almost $\times 44$ more costly). Fig 5 depicts some visual results on both challenging BD and DN benchmark datasets. As can be appreciated the MPRNet with the help of the proposed TFAM performs better in comparison with SOTA methods in terms of producing more convincing results by cleaning off noise and blurred regions from SR images, which results in a sharper SR image with fine details.\footnote{Additional analyses (such as Inference time, Memory consumption, and etc.) and more visual results can be found in supplementary material.}

4.3. Ablation Study

To further investigate the performance of the proposed model, a deep analysis on the Two-Fold Attention Module, the Adaptive Residual Block, and Residual Learning Connections is performed via an extensive ablation study.

Two-Fold Attention Module. In this section, Deep investigation of the impacts of our proposed TFAM on SOTA SR models are provided. The performance of image SR has improved greatly with the application of Attention Mechanism (AM). Table 3 shows the performance of applying recent AMs including Channel and spatial attention residual (CSAR) [16], Enhanced Spatial Attention (ESA) [27], and our Two-Fold Attention Module (TFAM) on EDSR, RCAN, and MSRNet. For a fair comparison, all the models were re-trained with their default setting and AMs are added to the end of their Block, and replaced in the same place as RCAN’s Channel Attention placed. As can be seen, by using the aforementioned attention module, the performance of the baseline models are increased that shows the importance of AM in SR tasks. By applying the CSAR to the mentioned approaches, PSNR improves in EDSR and RCAN, and MSRNet but does not show enough improvement in RCAN. In contrast, ESA is an enhanced version of CASR, which combine both the channel and spatial information, improves all the baseline models. However ESA cannot completely boost the power of the networks due to lack of highlighting informative feature in spatial information. For this propose, we introduce Two-Fold Attention Module, which consider both channel and spatial information and maximize the performance of the networks. TFAM extracts the channel and spatial statistic among channels and spatial axis to further enhance the discriminative ability of the network. As a result, TFAM shows better performance than all the aforementioned ones and boosted the baseline SOTA.

Furthermore, Table 4 contains the study on impact of recent AMs on our MPRNet. Namely, SE [15], CBAM [42], CASR [16], ESA [27], and TFAM. We apply all the aforementioned AM to our ARB blocks and Feature Module, and provide the performance. The proposed MPRNet with CBAM, could not achieve better results than baseline or SE due to losing channel information and applying the Max-pooling in CA unit which shows harm the performance. Unlike, MPRNet with CASR achieves better results than CBAM and SE because of considering both channel and spatial information but not better than ESA. However, our TFAM performs better among all the AMs by calculating the first order statistics on CA unit and applying Avg- and Max-pooling operations along the channel axis, which is effective in highlighting informative regions and extracts the most important features like edges.

Table 3 also shows the efficiency of our ARB with conjunction of TFAM when it is applied to other SOTA models. As indicated, ARB with TFAM together can improve the PSNR of SOTA models with a large margin.

Adaptive Residual Block. Table 5 presents the impact of different Residual Blocks and the proposed Adaptive Residual Block (ARB) on our MPRNet. In this work, three different structures of residual blocks from SOTA models are considered to compare with our proposed ARB, namely, MobileNet-BottleneckBlock, EDSR-ResBlock, RCAN-ResidualChannelBlock. All the models were trained with the same settings. As can be seen, MobileNet-BottleneckBlock could not perform well in SR tasks due to difficulty of extracting high-frequency information and gradient confusion. EDSR-ResBlock is the ResNet without batch normalization layer, but still could not achieve good results due to the lack of extracting rich feature maps and eliminating noises from LR feature space. RCAN-ResidualChannelBlock performs better than aforementioned ResBlock due to channel attention in their structure. However RCAN-ResidualChannelBlock did not show better results than our proposed ARB since our ARB can learn more expressive spatial information, have access to high-dimensional information and also with the help of TFAM can maximize the whole performance of block.

Additionally, effect of each learning pathways of ARB on the performance is provided. $ARB_B$, $ARB_{BA}$ and $ARB_R$ are Adaptive Residual Block with bottleneck path; ARB with bottleneck and adaptive paths; ARB with bottleneck and residual path respectively. As shown in Table 5, MPRNet with all learning pathways (ARB) achieves the best performance among all the mentioned ResBlock and
Table 3: Effect of Attention Mechanisms and proposed Adaptive Residual Block on SOTA models. The best PSNR (dB) are highlighted.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>EDSR</th>
<th>RCAN</th>
<th>MSRN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Channel and spatial attention residual[16]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enhanced Spatial Attention[27]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-Fold Attention Module[Ours]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptive Residual Block[Ours]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Attention Modules</th>
<th>ResBlock</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Attention Modules</th>
<th>ResBlock</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>Attention Modules</th>
<th>ResBlock</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Set5 (×4)</td>
<td>32.46</td>
<td>32.48</td>
<td>32.51</td>
<td>32.54</td>
<td>32.65</td>
<td>32.63</td>
<td>32.64</td>
<td>32.67</td>
<td>32.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSRN on Set5 (×4)</td>
<td>32.03</td>
<td>32.04</td>
<td>32.05</td>
<td>32.06</td>
<td>32.07</td>
<td>32.08</td>
<td>32.09</td>
<td>32.10</td>
<td>32.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSRN on Urban100 (×4)</td>
<td>26.02</td>
<td>26.04</td>
<td>26.05</td>
<td>26.06</td>
<td>26.07</td>
<td>26.08</td>
<td>26.09</td>
<td>26.10</td>
<td>26.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Impact of different Attention Mechanisms on MPRNet.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Config</th>
<th>MobileNet</th>
<th>EDSR</th>
<th>RCAN</th>
<th>ARB</th>
<th>ARB</th>
<th>ARB</th>
<th>ARB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BN</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adbp</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Res Block</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B100 (×4)</td>
<td>27.24</td>
<td>27.44</td>
<td>27.52</td>
<td>27.46</td>
<td>27.58</td>
<td>27.56</td>
<td>27.63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Urban100 (×4)</td>
<td>25.79</td>
<td>25.96</td>
<td>26.08</td>
<td>26.05</td>
<td>26.15</td>
<td>26.11</td>
<td>26.31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Effect of different configs of Residual Block and each learning pathway of the Adaptive Residual Block.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Options</th>
<th>Baseline</th>
<th>1st</th>
<th>2nd</th>
<th>3rd</th>
<th>4th</th>
<th>5th</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residual Learning Connections</td>
<td>LRC</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GRC</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LRSC</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSRN on Set5 (×3)</td>
<td>34.42</td>
<td>34.49</td>
<td>34.47</td>
<td>34.45</td>
<td>34.52</td>
<td>34.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PSRN on Urban100 (×3)</td>
<td>28.30</td>
<td>28.29</td>
<td>28.35</td>
<td>28.33</td>
<td>28.38</td>
<td>28.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6: Study on combining different Residual Connections.

This paper proposes a novel lightweight network (MPRNet) that achieves the best performance against all existing lightweight SOTA approaches. The main idea of this work is to design an advanced lightweight network to deliver almost similar results to heavy computational networks. A novel Residual Module is proposed to let abundant low-level information to be avoided through multiple connections. In addition, an efficient Adaptive Residual Block is proposed to allows MPRNet achieves more rich feature-maps through the multi-path learning. Furthermore, to maximize the power of the network a Two-Fold Attention Module is proposed, which refine the extracted information along channel and spatial axes to further enhance the discriminative ability of the network. Extensive evaluations and comparisons are provided.

5. Conclusions
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